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Abstract 
Inertia load calculation is an important part of design of aircraft flight loads, the key is how to meet the requirements 
of weight and center of gravity is equipment to achieve rapid distribution to optimize the quality, paper established a 
mathematical model of inertia load distribution, through the permutations and combinations algorithmǃdetermine 
three-dimensional scatter tetrahedron and Point location algorithm in tetrahedron ,achieving and screening of 
effective combination of tetrahedral nodes, apply a Gaussian algorithm for solving the equivalent equations, that 
using quality cumulative method of node to achieve the optimal mass distribution successfully. Finally, an example 
proves the feasibility and effectiveness of the method. 
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of Kunming 
University of Science and Technology 
Keywords: Load distribution, preliminary design, load optimization; 
1. Instruction 
Inertia load distribution and aerodynamic load calculation is the main content of the aircraft load 
calculation. Additionally, inertia load distribution is important basis for aeroelastic analysis, flight 
performance and operating stability calculations and flutter test model design. So, inertia load distribution 
is a key to calculation of the flight loads [1]. Inertia load distribution is generally by the mass distribution, 
coordinate, and the calculated motor parameters. The difficulty is how to ensure that the results of weight 
distribution and gravity center meet equivalence principle. At present, using the manual calculation solves 
the problem [2]. In the way, weight experts provide weight value and gravity center location as the basis 
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for the calculation, and concentrated mass is assigned to two close-in nodes by leverage theory[3-5]. If a 
singular point, and then continue to allocate the same way, up until the meet the engineering requirements. 
This method of time-consuming and laborious[6-8], and distribution rough, used for computing the mass 
distributed of two-dimensional model, but the method is difficult to compute the mass distributed of 
three-dimensional model. So developing a high precision, fast automatic algorithm for the mass 
distribution is essential. 
In the paper, as a design input, given rough mass distribution by weight experts such as the weight and 
gravity center of loading equipment and external stores, etc., is assigned to each node in finite element 
model according to weight and gravity center equivalence principle. Then, each node mass is converted to 
node mass loads, and these node loads constitute the inertia load distribution data. These data segments 
meet the requirements of external load, and can be used to calculate the intensity.subheadings, images and 
formulae.  The section headings are arranged by numbers, bold and 10 pt.  Here follows further 
instructions for authors. 
1.1 Problem Description 
Assuming there are n points in Cartesian coordinates, the coordinates (xi, yi, zi), QL " , center 
of gravity at the origin, there is a mass force M in (x0, y0, z0). Inertia load distribution problem is the focus 
of hope assign to force M on the n points under the conditions of force equivalence principle. Making the 
establishment of the equations (1): 
In equations (1), mi is the mass force of the distribution on the point (xi, yi, zi). Obviously, the solution 
of satisfies equations (1) mi is what it need for mass force distribution (inertia load distribution). In 
general, while n> 4, equation (1) is a statically indeterminate problem, there are an infinite number of 
solutions, need to optimize the solution. 
1.2 Model Solution 
Solving equations (1) has the following two ideas: the uniform of node mass method and the 
superposition of node mass method. 
The uniform of node mass method: The uniform of node mass method is mass first in all nodes 
uniformly distributed, that satisfies the first equation. Then, allocate a certain way the share the mass of 
each node to satisfy the last three equations of equations (1). While doing so to meet the weight equation, 
but to meet the torque equation, the mass of nodes is very troublesome to deploy, the workload is too 
large, undesirable. 
The superposition of node mass method: The superposition of node mass method is that in all nodes, 
each taking four nodes, illusion into a small particle model, and then determine whether the composition 
of the tetrahedron model, and contains the center of gravity in the tetrahedron. Determine if the 
requirements described in this model may meet the conditions of the center of gravity and weight. The 
mass distribution in the four nodes, that is, into (1), such as equations (2) below, you can solve for the 
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mass of the four nodes. 
So again, throughout Q& combination of all of the nodes, and seek to all solutions meet the 
requirements of equations, that is the mass of each node. But this has two problems: first, the total mass 
M is used in the equations (2), such assigned mass of each node in particle model is bigger than it is, and 
the mass of all the nodes is equal to the number N times the total mass M, N is the number of valid 
combination in

Q& . Second, each node may be calculated many times, so that a node will have a lot of 
different mass, the summation of these mass of a node is the total mass of the node. Thus, for each node, 
the distribution mass is equal to the total mass of the node by dividing the number of N, as equation (3) 
shows. 
  1PPPP P L1LLLL  
This approach is to ensure weight, gravity center to assign the mass of nodes, under force equivalence 
principle conditions. so, individual nodes to avoid a negative mass. And in actual project, the results of 
each allocation meet the conditions after the linear cumulative the condition. 
2. Algorithm 
2.1 Algorithm processes 
Optimization process of the node mass superposition method is shown as Figure 1.  
 
Read the node data: read node coordinates and the total mass of data. 
Take node combinations: the function through all valid combination of nodes, and does not skip 
every node. Determine whether a combination of 3-dimensional points constitutes a tetrahedron and 
whether the geometric center locates in the body of the tetrahedron, it is the criterion for selecting valid 
the node combination. 
Gauss method for solving equations: the equations is established by selected combination and 
solved with Gauss method to find suitable mass distributions. 
Calculate mass force of node: According to equations (3) calculate the mass of each node, and 
convert it into the mass force (load inertia). 
Take node combination 
Computing node quality force
Result out 
Fig.1 Inertia load optimization flow chart 
Constitute tetrahedron? 
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Gaussian equation method 
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2.2 Key Steps In Solving Equations 
In order to filter out acceptable combination of nodes, it needs to determine whether combination of 
nodes constitutes a tetrahedron. This problem can be solved to determine whether the four-point coplanar. 
As follows: there are the known four-points in the coordinates, namely A(xA᷍yA᷍zA), B(xB᷍yB᷍zB), 
C(xC᷍yC᷍zC), D(xD᷍yD᷍zD). There are three vectors composed by these points, namely : 
 $'$'$'%&%&%&$%$%$% ]]\\[[$']]\\[[%&]]\\[[$%    
 
Point  A᱃Point B and Point C determine a plane. Normal vector of the plane 
n
 is calculate to the 
cross product for 
$%
 and
%&
,   as: 
Q = $% × %& =
&&%&%&
$%$%$%
]]\\[[
]]\\[[
NML
                           ˄4˅ 
Then dot the remaining vector
$'
, 
Q ·$' = n $' cosș                                                                         ˄5˅ 
If the result is zero, explained that cosș is zero, that is 
Q
 and 
$'
 are vertical. Point D is at the plane 
determined by point A, point B and point C. So, the four points are not composed of a tetrahedron. 
After selected a combination of the node, how to determine whether is the center of gravity in the 
tetrahedron, it can be solved by using the positioning of points in the tetrahedron method presented in 
reference [11]. 
3.  Calculation Example 
Following, the preliminary design of a wing model as an example proved that the method is feasible. 
First, the establishment of the wing three-dimensional model is shown in Figure 2. The node model from 
discrete three-dimensional model is shown in Figure 3. The effective combinations of nodes are shown in 
Figure 4.A part of the mass distribution of nodes is shown in Figure 5. By checking these data, it proved 
that the results meet the actual requirements. 
    
Fig. 2   Three-dimensional model of a wing                                         Fig. 3   Node model 
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Fig.4 Valid nodes information                                        Fig.5  Nodes mass distribution 
4. Conclusion 
Cumulative method based on the mass of nodes can be achieved to distribute the mass of nodes with 
the equivalent principle. The mass of each node from the distribution of results can be seen that is high 
accuracy and no singularity. The calculated result meets the flight load requirements. But, shortcomings 
of the method are node over-simplified, ignoring the structure of the real situation, and some errors. 
Compared with existing methods, this method can be used for multi-node three-dimensional model, thus 
is save time and effort and the results reasonable fine and good prospects. 
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